Carolyn Bufkin

ASTROLOGER, PSYCHIC & MEDIUM

as crossing over to the other side to communicate with the
dearly departed, both people and pets. For this Bufkin goes
into a trance, which she achieves by deep quick breaths.
(Deep breathing is really important,” Bufkin says, “and when
I have a cold my readings aren’t as good.”) Bufkin also likes
to hold something you own, in most cases like mine, a set
of keys. She told me a few things right on target, as well as
some predictions for the future- but that’s my secret.

ABOUT CAROLYN . . .
Carolyn Bufkin, a very sensitive and compassionate psychic,
astrologer and medium has performed readings professionally for 17 years. Carolyn received rave reviews from the
following publications.

• Chosen by New Orleans Magazine as one of
FROM NEW ORLEANS MAGAZINE
BY SUE STRACHAN
OCTOBER 2000

W

hen I met astrologer and psychic Carolyn Bufkin
at her business, East Meets West Bookstore, I was
greeted not by a stereotypical tie-died caftan-garbed and
becrystaled lady (which would have put me off), but by a
pretty, blonde woman dressed in a smart navy blue pantsuit. Naturally effervescent, Bufkin started our meeting by
plotting my astrological chart— I told her my birthday, my
birth time and where I was born-on a computer instead of
spending hours thumbing through books like astrologers
of the past.
After she printed it, Bufkin went through the chart, explaining each of the 12 zodiac houses and how they related
to me, my personality,my family, relationships and my
future, including my career and money. I was bemused
by the fact that the stars said I was doomed to be in the
communications ﬁeld, but some how failed to explain why
and how I was going to make a comfortable living, as the
stars predicted ,since journalists rarely make investment
banker salaries.
The next part of my session was the psychic reading,
which included a reading for you or your pets, as well

•
•
•
•

the “top 50 people to watch in 1995”
New Orleans Magazine, October 2000
Times-Picayune, May 13, Nov 9, 1999
Fox 8 News, 1995, 1997, 2000
Louisiana Life Magazine 2004

READINGS
Carolyn can perform a reading which is a
combination psychic and astrology reading,
or a reading where Carolyn receives messages
about loved ones on the other side
Astrological and psychic reading, or contacting
loved ones on the other side: $70.00
phone or in person reading
by appointment

CONTACT CAROLYN
3515 Melvil Dewey Dr
Metairie, Louisiana 70003
Phone (504) 888-8863 |
email:emwbkstre@aol.com
http://www.carolynbufkin.com

Carolyn is a monthly columnist for the following magazines:

• Greater New Orleans Living Magazine 2000-present
• Alternatives Magazine 2000- present
An article written by Carolyn was published in:

• Mountain Astrologer Magazine in 2005
CAROLYN’S GIFTS INCLUDE:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pure Psychic Ability
Ability to hold objects and gain information
Receiving messages from loved ones on the other
side
An in-depth understanding of astrology
Health Readings
Spiritual Counseling

“She’s been 100% accurate
thoughout the show.”
Tom Smith
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Lafayette, Louisiana
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